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Elastic Commerce

Online selling of digital content such as software, e-books and periodicals, games and information services is very 

different from traditional retail ecommerce. 

It should be frictionless: The sale should happen in the context of life. Ordering the sequel as one finishes an 

e-book, additional resources in the context of a game, an upgrade or subscription renewal while using an 

application, or access to related information while browsing a database should be accomplished without switching 

to a new shopping context. And users should be presented with more relevant offers, rather than just a plethora of 

confusing options. 

Digital commerce should be social: No longer does content come from a single source. In addition to information, 

discussions, and reviews about products, even the products themselves may come from anywhere. The online 

publisher Lulu sells e-books contributed by 1.1 million authors from 200 countries, adding 20,000 titles per month. 

And digital commerce should be everywhere: Traditional views of multi-channel are obsolete when customers 

may buy and take delivery not only from their browser but also from mobile apps, tablets, and even appliances or 

machines—what is called the “internet of things”. Why not read—and pay for—a recipe from your refrigerator door 

or a travel guide from your in-car GPS, or purchase books direct from the publisher while viewing its ad on your TV? 

We call this new vision of the future of ecommerce, elastic commerce.

Achieving elastic commerce for digital content requires a new view of functionality. The traditional list of functionality 

required of an ecommerce platform—created when ecommerce simply mimicked the in-store retail process—is 

always inadequate, often irrelevant, and sometimes inappropriate. The “alive” nature of digital content—the fact 

that the product itself and thus the customer can always remain connected to the producer, publisher, distributor 

or retailer—enables a powerful new paradigm for a rich, ongoing relationship: what we call digital relationship 

management (DRM).

This paper describes a subset of the capabilities those selling digital goods and content will need in order to create 

a frictionless, social and everywhere digital relationship with their consumers or business customers. Developing 

such a relationship is a journey, not a destination, and will no doubt evolve and mature over time. But to start, this 

new paradigm requires re-thinking much of what we take for granted in retail physical goods ecommerce today.

 
This is not a picture of a modern supermarket shopping cart. It is a picture of the original shopping 

cart, invented in 1937 and patented in 1938 by Sylvan Nathan Goldman of Oklahoma City and 

dubbed a “folding basket carrier”. Not much has changed from this to today’s ecommerce.
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Digital Relationship Management

We use the term digital relationship management to describe both 1) when a company takes advantage of the 

nature of digital products to strengthen its relationship with its customers and also 2) the technology a company 

deploys to achieve this objective. Much as with the term customer relationship management (CRM), we anticipate 

that an ecosystem will grow with multiple vendors providing both competing and complementary components, the 

term digital relationship management coming to refer to the ecosystem of products as well as business functionality.

No doubt many functional components will emerge over time. Two that are essential and that will advance early on 

are entitlements and offer management.

Entitlements

To begin, the most fundamental element of traditional commerce, the SKU or stock-keeping unit, is completely 

inappropriate. This was created to track shelf or warehouse inventory, which does not exist for digital content. There 

are no stock-outs or back-orders or re-ordering—in fact, there is no stock to keep. 

In selling digital content and services, the definition of “product” is fungible: 

•	 Time	is	a	key	factor	in	defining	entitlements	to	digital	goods:	The	right	to	use	or	access	can	be	turned	on	 

 or off, as the seller requires, repeatedly. This enables them to sell access not only perpetually, but also  

 for a period of time, or only for certain times of the day, week, month or year.

•	 It	can	be	endlessly	copied	or	accessed.	For	the	seller,	this	means	endless	inventory	at	a	marginal	cost	 

	 of	approximately	zero.	For	the	customer,	this	invites	piracy.	Yet	the	seller	may	choose	to	sell	certain	 

 rights, which can get very complex: the right to make a limited number of copies or grant access rights  

 for friends or associates; the right to distribute copies or access rights within a domain, for example to  

 allow access by anyone in a certain firm; the right to access or use for a specified number of views; the  

 right to play a game to a limited level. The whole concept of controlled access is further complicated  

 in the library model, where public, corporate, professional or educational institution libraries seek to  

 “loan” digital content the same way they loan physical books.

•	 Digital	content	can	often	be	disaggregated:	a	professional	or	text	book	could	be	sold	one	chapter	at	 

 a time; a periodical could be sold one article at a time; a game could be sold one level at a time or one  

 resource at a time; software could be sold one feature at a time; a wireless plan could be sold one day,  

 state or device at a time.
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•	 Digital	content	can	be	endlessly	aggregated	or	bundled.	Bundles	do	not	need	to	be	pre-defined:	The	 

 seller may choose to enable the buyer to mix and match calling plans, database access plans, books,  

 chapters, songs or games in any combination they desire. The options for pricing creativity when  

 marginal cost is zero are endless.

•	 The	same	“product”	can	be	sold	under	a	variety	of	structures:	Freemium	pricing	is	becoming	popular	 

 with newspapers, including The New York Times and the Financial Times. In freemium pricing, the first n  

 articles per day, week or month are free, the right to access the next n costs a certain fee, and for  

 another fee one can buy unlimited access. Netflix has popularized the model of one monthly fee for an  

 unlimited number of movies, and now some publishers are following that model for e-books. And of  

 course trials, whether time limited or feature limited, are commonplace in software. Other models are  

 sure to come.

•	 Subscriptions	are	commonplace	for	digital	content,	but	unlike	the	physical	world,	digital	subscriptions	 

 are very complex, as evidenced by the examples above. Time Inc. is experimenting with a single  

 monthly price that authorizes access to a number of magazines, the titles of which the users  

 can select differently each month. This model is further complicated by the fact that some magazines are  

 weekly, others monthly or even bi-monthly.

According	to	Forrester	Research,	the	average	US	consumer	uses	five	digital	devices	at	home	and	at	work,	the	

average European four—desktops, laptops, tablets, smart TVs, and mobile phones. And many customers want to 

also receive a printed copy of the product. When selling access to digital content, sellers must decide if they are 

selling rights on a single device, all-access, or something in between. Their strategy is complicated by the royalty 

structures and customer information rights policies that vary among digital resellers such as Apple, Google and 

telcos.

Factoring	all	these	considerations	into	unique	SKUs	could	easily	generate	millions	of	catalog	entries	for	most	sellers,	

making product discovery impossible for the customer. Clearly the SKU construct is inappropriate for digital content 

and services. In the future, we believe it will be replaced by the concept of an entitlement—an object with a rich 

and extensible set of attributes that can describe rights such as those described above. Sellers will sell entitlements 

rather than SKUs. Corresponding catalog entries may be generated dynamically to accommodate the variations in 

rights being sold. The concept of product discovery and selection will change radically.

With digital good and services, the sale is not over when the transaction is consummated. The customer’s 

entitlements live on and must be managed: subscriptions terminated or renewed, upgrades sold or authorized, 

device or user assignments changed. This management of the digital relationship between the seller and the buyer 

is not only necessary; it also opens many doors to continued revenue and enhanced customer satisfaction.
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Offer Management and Product Discovery

Presenting customers with a choice of all your products and offer structures is confusing enough on desktop 

and laptop screens. Chris Anderson describes how ecommerce gives sellers the chance to offer The Long Tail of 

products that won’t fit on store shelves, ads or flyers. This has the potential to allow customers to choose the exact 

product variation they seek, increasing conversion rates for sellers and satisfaction for buyers. But this abundance 

of options can lead buyers to freeze and buy nothing, as Barry Schwartz describes in The Paradox of Choice: Why 

More is Less. A way is needed to present buyers with just the set of relevant choices, rather than all the choices.

At the same time, what you present to users is two-sided. On the one hand, you want to enable users to find 

what they are looking for; you want to optimize “product discovery”. On the other hand, you want to present users 

with options, recommendations, cross-sells, and up-sells you think they would choose, even if they didn’t come 

seeking them initially. We call this functionality of choosing just what offers and content to present to visitors “offer 

management”.

Offer management can be quite involved. The function can be summarized as using everything you know about the 

visitor and what you should be presenting: images, content, navigation, products, lists, price, promotion, layout, etc. 

Many examples from many merchants demonstrate the value (increased basket size and conversion rate) of making 

the entire presentation—not just a product recommendation—as relevant as possible.

As important as the function can be with physical goods, it is even more vital with digital content, and quite different 

from traditional retail. To begin with, digital content is more often delivered on mobile or tablet devices, sometimes 

on game consoles or smart TVs, and in the future potentially on that whole internet of things. If you have 30 games, 

books, software options, or data sets to offer, which might be readily displayed on a 14-inch screen, how do you 

present them on a smart phone? This is the issue of offer management.

You	have	more	to	work	with	in	digital	content	because	the	product	itself	can	be	part	of	the	offer	process.	For	

example, you can know what page the reader is on, or how long they’ve been studying a table, or how many times 

they’ve tried to capture an enemy and all that can feed into what offers you present. And of course, you can present 

the offer in context, rather than making the customer leave the book, service, or game to look at a catalog, use a 

shopping cart, and get out their credit card.

Being stuck in the traditional retail ecommerce paradigm of catalogs, categories, shopping carts and check-out 

severely limits the nature of the digital relationship you can have with your customer, and that severely limits your 

revenue opportunity as well as customer satisfaction.
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Offer management

 
Putting it together 

Establishing a rich digital relationship with your customers requires a wider range of integration points than one finds 

in selling physical goods online. Traditional retail ecommerce is pretty simple. After all, its front-end is modelled on 

how	we	have	shopped	for	millennia.	You	select	items	that	are	displayed	in	front	of	you,	place	them	in	a	basket,	and	

pay the merchant. The back-end hasn’t changed much since 1872 when traveling salesman Aaron Montgomery 

Ward realized he could eliminate the middleman and sell goods directly to his customers, sending orders to a central 

warehouse for fulfillment. Not much happens in the middle.

Selling digital content, goods and services is different, or at least it should be if the objective is to maximize reach, 

revenue, and customer satisfaction. There are four domains of required functionality for selling digital products. The 

role of a digital commerce platform is to provide a substantial and appropriate set of functionality and services, then 

serve as an integration hub to orchestrate functionality and services that extend beyond the commerce platform in 

these four domains. No commerce platform, no outsourcer, no home-grown ecommerce system provides anywhere 

near all the functionality required, so this integration capability is vital and an essential measure of the fit-for-purpose 

of any digital ecommerce platform.
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Front-end	integrations

The most obvious domain is the front-end—the devices and the Internet of things that place digital commerce 

everywhere. The 21-inch desktop monitor is not going away, but increasingly digital products will be bought and 

consumed from all variety of devices of all form factors: smart phones, tablets game consoles, smart TVs, vehicles, 

and eventually appliances and office and industrial machines. The ubiquitous ecommerce shopping cart is still 

appropriate for many user journeys and selling situations, but increasingly, products and information will be bought 

in-context, from books, articles, movies, games, maps, recipes, legal briefs and every piece of content imaginable. 

The user experience on these devices will be open to innovation, and publishers will seek competitive advantage 

with unique approaches. A platform vendor even attempting to directly provide a user experience on these devices 

will not only be impossible but undesirable. “Headless” interfaces will be the norm, and the platform vendors’ role 

will be to deliver functionality and services in a way that enables efficient and innovative creation of optimal user 

experiences as varied as the devices.

 

Back-end integrations

The traditional retail ecommerce back-end is relatively straightforward—send an order to a distribution center, 

which pulls the product from a shelf and ships it. All of the product development investment by traditional retail 

ecommerce vendors is going towards refining the nuances of this process: optimizing across multiple distribution 

centers, perfecting order online/pick up in store, etc. Even payment is simple: authorize it, ship it, and settle it.

Delivering digital content is much more complex and varied. Earlier, we discussed how the SKU construct is 

inappropriate for digital goods and services, and how the simple act of selling such a product has practically 

limitless variation: subscriptions, updates, multiple device access, trials, cancellations, swaps, etc. This complexity 

accrues not only to the purchase process, but also to the delivery processes. Product may be streamed or access 

may be granted for a specific time/number of viewings. Expiration dates must be tracked and renewals effected or 

advised. Payments may occur in a plethora of structures. Sometimes keys or other rights management tools must 

be managed. Versions and updates must be tracked. On the positive side, you don’t have to worry about running 

out of stock of a digital file. 
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The Integration Challenge

Just as most retailers of physical goods have legacy distribution chains developed and refined over decades, many 

sellers of digital content have legacy subscription management systems, customer databases and established 

chains for distribution of physical versions of their goods that they don’t plan to replace. Many companies have 

developed their own highly specialized download or streaming systems. Others use commercial content distribution 

services or software. Many have developed custom periodic payment systems. Others use the services of the 

payment or billing processors. Ecommerce platforms must work with them all seamlessly to succeed. So, just like 

with the front-end, the back-end, distribution chain solution becomes an issue of integration as much as an issue 

of functionality. The ecommerce platform must deliver appropriate functionality, but more importantly, it must deliver 

an integration framework that enables the diversity of legacy and unique, as well as modern commercial, back-end 

vehicles.
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Customer experience, production and finance integrations

In the middle, between the front-end devices and the back-end distribution chain, lies a wide range of functionality 

roughly divided in two groups: functionality that effects the user/customer experience and functionality that tracks 

production and finance.

When considering customer experience, you must consider everything your customer touches. Some of this 

customer experience can be controlled on the ecommerce site: presentation, recommendations, searchandising, 

content management, etc. Some of this customer experience can be controlled outside of the ecommerce site: 

call center for customer service and any marketing activities, for example. Some, you have little or no control over: 

social networks, ratings, reviews, and community forums.

Regardless of what you can control, an effective digital relationship requires this functionality, yet most of it will not 

be	provided	by	any	ecommerce	platform.	Further,	these	areas	are	ripe	with	technical	innovation.	What	is	best-of-

breed changes from year to year, and most publishers will want to keep their options open to choose and change 

what is best for them over time. So again, the ability of the ecommerce platform to serve as an integration hub is 

more important than any specific user experience functionality.

The final quadrant of functionality is that which seems boring compared with the areas of rapid innovation, yet is 

vital: integration with the ERP, financial, planning, operations, production systems and systems of record that are in 

place in every company and typically inviolate. Any ecommerce platform must be able to live with and leverage what 

is in place.

Shopping API for Digital Commerce

Each of these four areas may see a range of methods for integration. One commonly employed method is known 

as an application programming interface, or API. As with many functions in the digital relationship, the requirements 

of an API are quite different from that typically found in retail physical goods ecommerce. The variety of devices, 

the complexity of the distribution chain, the innovation found in the user experience and even some of the financial 

requirements all demand an API that is more flexible and capable of adjusting its capability to match that to which 

it is connecting. In the future, ecommerce systems will see as much innovation in their APIs as in any other facet of 

their technology.
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Targeting the future of digital commerce

Elastic commerce—selling digital content, goods and services in ways that are frictionless, social and everywhere—is 

emerging today and will only become richer over time. We believe that, in the future, competitive success will require 

publishers and others selling digital products to not simply sell a file as if it was a box of cereal but instead to leverage the 

unique properties of digital commerce to create an enduring digital relationship with their customers. And that will compel 

sellers to think in terms of digital relationship management. Companies should establish those goals today, and make 

strategic decisions that move toward them.

Companies should establish architectures and seek vendors with a direction to deliver:

•	 Systems	built	on	the	foundation	of	entitlements,	going	well	beyond	SKUs	to	best	leverage	the	selling	and	 

 distribution flexibility inherent in digital content, goods and services.

•	 Systems	that	provide	a	great	customer	experience	on	the	expanding	variety	of	devices	and	formats	and	 

 the internet of things and enabling selling in the context of life.

•	 Systems	that	make	the	buying	experience	more	relevant	and	frictionless	through	better	product	 

 discovery and offer management capability that is specifically optimized for digital relationships.

•	 Systems	that	embrace	the	truth	that	all	ecommerce,	but	especially	digital	relationship	management,	is	 

 as much about integration with a vast ecosystem as it is about functionality, deploying innovative  

 integration methods most appropriate to digital products, such as a new generation of APIs.

•	 Above	all,	systems	that	are	inherently	flexible	and	extensible,	built	for	efficient	development	and	minimize	 

 total cost of ownership because digital commerce is new and different, and we are all learning together  

 how to best leverage its huge potential.

This new approach to customer relationships, enabled only by the unique nature of digital content, goods and 

services, will bring us the most profound change in the commerce process flow since Sylvan Nathan Goldman’s 

folding basket carrier.
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